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Abstract 
A family ((S,, T,) 1 u E V) of ordered pairs of intervals of the real line, each S, containing its 
corresponding T,, is called a nest representation. A directed graph D = (V, A) is an interval nest 
digraph if there is some nest representation with index set V such that xy E A if and only if 
S, n T, # $. Interval catch &graphs allow nest representations where each set T, contains just 
one element. In this paper we show that the following problems can be solved efficiently for 
interval catch digraphs: (1) The RECOGNITION problem, (2) CLIQUE, CHROMATIC 
NUMBER, INDEPENDENT SET, PARTITION INTO CLIQUES and (3) KERNEL-find- 
ing an independent and absorbing vertex set, and SOLUTION-finding an independent and 
dominating vertex set. The problems of (2) and (3) can be solved even for interval nest digraphs 
if a nest representation is known. 
Key words: Interval digraphs; Polynomial algorithms 
1. Introduction 
The concept of the intersection graph of a family of sets has received much attention 
in the past, I think for two reasons: (i) it has many applications-many real-world 
situations can be described in terms of intersection graphs; (ii) many classes of 
intersection graphs behave well, in the sense that many problems that are hard in 
general, become polynomial solvable when restricted to such a graph class. 
Sen et al. [9] proposed the following notion as an analogue of intersection graphs: 
the intersection &graph of a family ((S,, T,) 1 v E V) of ordered pairs of sets has I/ as 
vertex set and an arc from vertex v to vertex w whenever S, n T, # 0. This modifica- 
tion seems applicable in real-world situations where we have not just one set 
associated to an object v but two: one active transmitter set S, and one passive receiver 
set T,. 
The most prominent class of intersection graphs is the class of interval graphs, 
where all sets under consideration are closed intervals of the real line. The analogous 
class of intersection digraphs is that of interval &graphs (see [9]). Let us define this 
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class and some subclasses more carefully: an (interual) representation is any family of 
pairs ((S,, T,) 1 u E V) of closed intervals. (Interval) nest representations or (interval) 
point representations have the additional properties that each interval T, is contained 
in its corresponding S,, or each interval T, is just one point, respectively. (Interval) 
catch representations have both additional properties. We call a digraph interval 
digraph or interval nest digraph or interval point digraph or interval catch digraph if it is 
the intersection digraph of some representation, nest representation, point representa- 
tion, or catch representation, respectively (see [7-91). Note that any of these four 
classes is closed under induced subdigraphs. 
Example 1.1. Many animals are able to hear a frequency set which is an interval, and 
the frequencies they are able to produce by their voice is a subinterval. Let I/ be a set 
of animals, and let xy E A denote “there is some frequency on which y can communic- 
ate to x”. The resulting digraph forms an interval nest digraph. 
Example 1.2. Some scientists are visiting a small one-day conference. Each scientist 
appears exactly once, and leaves once. It is the custom at this meeting that each 
participant makes one photo of all persons present at the conference some time during 
his stay. By the relation “X is on the photo of Y”, an interval catch digraph is defined 
(by adding all loops). 
In this paper we first introduce an O(n(n + m))-recognition algorithm for interval 
point digraphs. Then it is shown that certain well-known difficult problems (see [S]) 
can be solved in polynomial time for interval catch digraphs, and even for interval nest 
digraphs provided a nest representation is given. 
We consider finite digraphs only, and the characters n and m are always reserved for 
the numbers of vertices and edges of the digraph in question. 
We assume throughout this paper that S, = [lV, r”], and T, = [p,, q”], for any v E V. 
Note that interval nest digraphs (even interval digraphs) can be stored in space O(n) if 
a representation is known-we only store the 4n numbers I,, rV,pu,qv, UE V. In 
contrast to this, ordinary digraphs require space O(n + m). 
Let us give some more definitions: the underlying graph U(D) of a digraph 
D = (V, A) has I/ as vertex set, and two vertices x,y are adjacent in U(D) whenever 
xy E A or yx E A. D is called g-connected if U(D) is connected. For any vertex x of D, we 
define N+(x):= {ye V/xxy~A} and N-(x):= {y~Vlyx~:A}. The in-degree d-(v) of 
v is (N _ (u) I. The definitions of the problems considered can be found at the beginnings 
of the corresponding sections. 
2. Recognition of interval point digraphs 
In [8], two characterizations of interval catch digraphs were given. One of them 
rather directly yields a recognition algorithm. In this section we present a slight 
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extension of this characterization to interval point digraphs and the corresponding 
recognition algorithm. Instead of giving a proof of the characterization in Theorem 
2.1 (which is essentially the same as that of Theorem 2 in [S]) we shall explain its idea 
and show why it works for interval point digraphs, and which difficulties arise for 
interval nest digraphs. 
Let R = ((S,, T,) ) v E V) be some representation of the interval digraph D = (V, A). 
The intersection graph Q(R) of the 2n separate intervals is certainly an interval graph. 
Let v and D denote the vertices of Q(R) corresponding to the intervals S, and T, 
respectively, for VE V. Then from D, we know all edges between V and 
e:= (2 ) x E V}-they all have the form xJs with xy~ A. Certainly, difficulties arise, 
since we do not know from the structure of D alone which of the edges xy or Rg are in 
Q(R+it depends on the representation. However, in some cases we are able to 
change the representation such that D is also the intersection digraph of this new 
representation R’, and such that we can say more about all edges in the intersection 
graph Q(R’) of the 2n modified intervals. By choosing the intervals S, as small as 
possible, it is always possible to find some representation R where xy $E(Q(R)) unless 
N’(x) n N’(y) # 8. However, it is still possible that there are vertices x, ye V with 
N ’ (x) n N + (y) # 0 but xy $ E(Q(R)) for any representation R. Only in point repre- 
sentations this cannot happen-there we could also choose a point representation 
with all T-intervals disjoint. Thus for any interval point digraph we can find a point 
representation R such that Q(R) is the following graph G,(D): it has vertex set 
Vu{~~xxE}andedgeset(xy(Nf(x)nN~(y)#0)u{x~~xy~A}.In[8]allloops 
were omitted, but essentially it was shown that a digraph D is an interval catch 
jigraph if and only if it is reflexive and if G,(D) is an interval graph. Similarly we could 
<how: 
rheorem 2.1. A digraph D is an interval point digraph ij”and only ifG,(D) is an interval 
traph. 
Since finite interval graphs can be recognized efficiently, the following algorithm 
ests any given digraph whether it is an interval point digraph, and if it is, constructs 
point representation. 
dgorithm 2.2. Let the finite digraph D = (V, A) be given. 
(1) CONSTRUCT G,(D); 
(2) Apply INTERVAL GRAPH (G,(D)), that is, test whether G,(D) is an interval 
graph, and if it is, find a representation (1, ( w E Vu f) 
(3) IF G,(D) is no interval graph, THEN DO PRINT (D is no interval point 
digraph); STOP; OD; 
(4) PRINT (D is an interval point digraph); 
(5) FOR all x E V DO S, := Z,; TX := Ii OD 
(6) STOP. 
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In Step (2) we can apply any of the linear-time interval graph recognition algo- 
rithms, see, for example, [3]. This algorithm also yields an interval graph representa- 
tion (I,,, ) WE Vu p). More precisely, let Cr , C 2, . . . . C, be all cliques (i.e. maximal 
complete subgraphs) of G,(D). Then an interval graph representation is constructed 
where left and right end-point of any interval 1, lies in (1, . . . , t }, and where i E I,, if and 
only if XECi, for iE{l,..., t} and x E Vu ?. Simplicial vertices are vertices with 
complete neighbourhood-they lie in exactly one clique. Thus intervals correspond- 
ing to simplicial vertices contain just one point. Since all vertices of the form .+? of 
G,(D) are simplicial, all intervals Z6 = { Pv > for v E V, and pv E I,. It is easy to see that 
((L>{P”1)lr~ F) is an interval point representation of D. 
We have shown the correctness of the algorithm; let us now compute its running 
time: Step (I), the generation of G,(D) can be carried out in time O(md - + n’), where 
A - denotes the maximum in-degree of D, as follows. Certainly, generating the edges of 
the form x$, xy E A, takes time at most 0(n2). In order to generate all edges xy with 
N+(x) n N + (y) # 8, we first compute all in-neighbourhoods N_(x) in total time 
0(n2). Then we add an edge xy for any pair x, ye N -(zthere we need 
c ,.VJd-(~)2 d md - steps. 
Now G,(D) has 2n vertices and 0(n2) edges. Step (2) requires time O(n’) when using 
the fastest (linear) algorithm. Certainly the complexity of the other steps can be 
neglected. Since A - $ n, we obtain: 
Theorem 2.3. Interval point digraphs can be recognized in time O(n(n + m)). 
For reflexive digraphs (and in most other cases) we have n < m. Thus interval catch 
digraphs can be recognized in time O(nm). 
3. Two-pairs 
Example 3.1. In Example 1.1 we want to bring together animals in such a way that for 
any two of them, at least one could communicate to the other. What is the maximum 
possible size of such a party? 
This is the question to compute the clique number w of the underlying graph U(D) 
of the corresponding interval nest digraph D. This parameter and the chromatic 
number x, the independence number i, and the clique-covering number ;C can be 
computed in time 0(n2m) for weakly triangulated graphs [l]. These graphs are defined 
by containing no cycle of length at least 5 nor the complement of such a cycle as 
induced subgraph. 
The main result of this section is that the underlying graphs of interval nest 
digraphs are weakly triangulated. Thus o, x, X and i can be computed in time O(n2m). 
For w and x this can even be done faster for our graphs. The methods cannot be 
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generalized to general interval digraphs-their underlying graphs are not weakly 
triangulated in general. 
A path in an undirected graph G is chordless if only consecutive vertices of it are 
adjacent in G. Two distinct vertices X, y form a two-pair if any chordless x-y path has 
length 2, and if there is such a path. In [6] it has been shown that a graph is weakly 
triangulated if and only if any induced subgraph is either the disjoint union of 
complete graphs, or contains some two-pair. 
Lemma 3.2. Let (KLJJ, C~~d)l VE V) be an interval nest representation of the 
g-connected digraph D = (V, A). Let x # y be non-adjacent vertices of D, where qX < p,, 
w.1.o.g. Assume that any further vertex w of D is adjacent to both x and y whenever 
qX < q,,, d py or qX < pW < pY. Then x, y form a two-pair in U(D). 
Proof. Let us assume that there are some integer t 3 3 and some chordless x-y path 
x = x0,x1, . . . . x, = y of length t in U(D). No TX, can contain [qX,pY] for 
jE{1,2,..., t - 1}-otherwise .Xj would be adjacent to both x and y, a contradiction. 
By the same argument and the assumptions qX < qXj 6 pY or qX d pXj d pY it is 
impossibleforjE{1,2 ,..., t- l}.Thus{xo,xl ,..., xt} is partitioned in two sets V, and 
V, by qW d qX for any w E V, and pY d pU for any u E V,. Since x and y lie in different 
sets, some edge of the x-y path, say Xjxj+ 1, must run between V, and V,. We assume 
W.l.0.g. XjXj+ 1 l AforXj~V,andXj+r E V,. Then [qX,p,,] c SXj, and Xj is adjacent to 
both x and y, again a contradiction. 0 
We want to find such a two-pair. For this we need two lists: we assume that a nest 
representation is given. First we order the vertices of D by nondecreasing pX and write 
this ordering in a list. For x E V(D), p+ (x) and p - (x) denote the next vertex in the list 
or the preceding vertex in the list, respectively. If x is the first or the last vertex in the 
list, then p - (x) := BOF or p + (x) := EOF respectively. A q-list and the functions q + (x) 
and q-(x) are defined analogously. 
Let us now explain the idea of the following algorithm that finds a two-pair, 
provided there is one. Our first task is to find a pair of nonadjacent vertices. This 
normally requires time O(m) when working with the adjacency matrix-we have to 
check at most m entries to find a “0”. However, when using an interval nest representa- 
tion, only time O(n) is needed, this is done in Steps (2)-(4) of Algorithm 3.3. 
Now let x and y be nonadjacent vertices in D, say qX < pY. By Lemma 3.2 we have to 
test all vertices w E M(x, y) := {w E V 1 q+- d qW < p,, or q+- < p,,, < p,> for adjacency to 
x and y. Note that M(x, y) is always the union of consecutive parts of the p-list and the 
q-list respectively. If all these vertices are adjacent to x and y, then (x, y) is a two-pair. 
Otherwise, if, say x and w are not adjacent, then we redefine y’:= w and proceed with 
x and y’. We have to show (M(x, y’)( < lM(x,y)l to ensure that we finally find 
a two-pair in time 0(n2). But to obtain time O(n) we proceed such that 
I M(x, y)J - IM(x, y’)l 2 t, where t denotes the number of vertices in M(x, y) we have 
checked before y’. Thus it is necessary to construct this search of vertices of M(x, y) 
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not simply from “left to right” but from both sides “in parallel” as it were-there is the 
reason why we included Step (7) in Algorithm 3.3. 
Algorithm 3.3. Let D = (V,A) be a g-connected interval nest digraph with a repres- 
entation (( [ &,, rV], [p”, q”]) 1 v E V). Let a q-list and a p-list be given as described above. 
(1) Let x be the first element in the q-list and y the last element in the p-list. 
(2) IF p,, d qx THEN DO PRINT{ U(D) is complete}; STOP; OD; 
(3) IF xy E A THEN DO x := q + (x); GOT0 (2); OD; 
(4) IF yx E A THEN DO y := p - (y); GOT0 (2); OD; 
(5) z:= x; u:= Y; 
(6) IF q 4+(z) < py THEN DO 
z:= q’(z); 
IF xz#E(U(D)) THEN DO (6a) Y:= z; GOT0 5 OD; 
IF yz$E(U(D)) THEN DO (6b) x:= z; GOT0 5 OD; 
OD 
(7) IF qx d pP- (v) THEN DO 
u := p - (II); 
IF xu # E( U(D)) THEN DO (7a) y := u; GOT0 5 OD; 
IF yv $E(U(D)) THEN DO (7b) x := V; GOT0 5 OD; 
OD 
(8) IF {q 4+(z) d py OR qx < ppm(v,} THEN GOT0 6; 
(9) PRINT {x, y is a two-pair); STOP. 
Theorem 3.4. Under these assumptions Algorithm 3.3 jinds a two-pair or states that 
U(D) is complete. The running time is O(n), provided the p-list and q-list are given. 
Proof. The time bound for Steps (2)-(4) is rather obvious, let us concentrate on the 
correctness of this first part. We are looking for a pair of nonadjacent vertices u, u, 
where w.1.o.g. qU < pV. We check the vertices on-line whether they could fill one of 
these two roles. For the u-part we check the q-list in increasing order (from left to 
right) and for the u-part the p-list in decreasing order. We only proceed when it is clear 
that the present vertex is not qualified for the job. This holds if the assumptions of (3) 
or (4) are fulfilled-note that xy E A, for example, does not only say that x, y is not such 
a pair, but moreover that x, z are adjacent for all other v-candidates z up to date by the 
special order of the vertices to check. 
Let us now analyze the second part of the algorithm. Instead of IM(x, y)] defined 
above, let us use &x, y) + &x, y) with p&x, y):= I {w E VI qx < q,,, d py} I and 
Qx, y) := 1 {w E VI qx 6 pW d p,} ( as the measure of the “closeness” of two nonad- 
jacent vertices x and y. Taking the sum of the cardinalities of the sublists instead of the 
cardinality of their union has the advantage to make the analysis simpler. Clearly 
Odpj(x,Y)Gnforj=P,q. 
Let us consider the case in the algorithm where Steps (6) or (7), and (8) run k 
times before we return to Step (5) with new values x’,y’ for x and y. We claim 
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p&x’, y’) + &x’, y’) d pu,(x, y) + pcLp(x, y) - k. We have to distinguish four cases, de- 
pending on from where we have jumped to (5). 
In the first case (we came from (6a), let y’ denote the last z-value) &x, y) is at least 
not increasing--q, d qW d pY,, is stronger than qx d qW d pY. The fact that we came 
from (6a) and not from (6b) implies that the first k - 1 entries of the list p-(y), 
PP(P_(Y)),‘.. are distinct from y’. However, y’ appears in the sublist 
(WE VJ qx ,< pW d pY} but not on the last k (the right most) entries. Then 
{w E I’1 qx < p,,, d p,,!} arises from {w E I qx d pW d p,} by deleting at least k entries, 
whence ,uJx, y) decreases by at least k. 
The second case (6b) is simpler to analyze: ~~(x, y) decreases by at least k, and 
&x, y) does not increase. 
The remaining two cases (jump from (7a) and (7b) towards (5)) are analogous. 
Thus, each of the Steps (6)-(S) take at most 2n times, and we obtain an overall 
time-complexity of O(n) for Steps (5)-(8). 
When the algorithms has terminated in Step (9) we face the situation of Lemma 3.2. 
Therefore {x, y} forms a two-pair and the correctness of the algorithm is proven. 0 
Consequently, we can extend a result in [8] to interval nest digraphs. 
Corollary 3.5. The underlying graph of any interval nest digraph is weakly triangulated. 
Next, we show that the representation can help in speeding up the running time in 
some cases: 
Theorem 3.4. Let for the interval nest digraph D a representation be given. Then the 
parameters x and cu of the digraph can be computed in time 0(n2). 
Proof. In [6] the following was shown: Let G = (I’, E) be a weakly triangulated graph 
containing a two-pair (x, y). As in [6] let G(xy % z) denote the graph obtained from 
G by deleting the vertices x and y, adding one new vertex z, and joining z with edges to 
all vertices of N,(x) u N,(y). Now o(G) = w(G(xy + z). 
Let a representation of the interval nest digraph D be given. Let the pair (x, y) of 
vertices of D obey the properties of Lemma 3.2. Now D(xy 9 z) denotes the interval 
nest digraph we obtain from D by deleting vertices x and y, adding a new vertex z with 
representation (S,, T,) := (Cl,, rY], [px, qY]). 
We shall show that U(D(xy % z)) N U(D)(xy $ z). For this, it suffices to consider 
a vertex v and the new one z. Since S, u S, s S, and TX u TY c T,, v and z are adjacent 
in D(xy $ z) if they are in U(D)(xy $ z). Now let, vz~E(U(D)(xy 9 z)). We only get 
trouble if qx < 1, < r, -C p,, or rx < pV ,< qV < lY. According to the assumptions on 
x and y, v and z are also adjacent in D(xy s z). 
Now the algorithm for finding co(U(D)) works as follows. 
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Algorithm. 
(1) Produce the q-list and the p-list of the representation in time O(nlog n); 
(2) Find a pair (x, y) obeying the assumptions of Lemma 3.2 by using Algorithm 3.3. 
IF no such pair can be found THEN DO PRINT(w(U(D)) = n); STOP OD; 
(3) D:= D(xy $ z); update the representation; n:= n - 1; GOT0 (2); 
Weakly triangulated graphs are perfect (see [6]). Thus o(U(D)) = x(U(D)). This 
completes the proof of Theorem 3.6. Cl 
In [l] it was pointed out that each of the parameters x, X, o and i can be computed 
in time 0(&n) for weakly triangulated graphs. Then from Corollary 3.5 we obtain the 
following corollary. 
Corollary 3.7. The parameters X and i of any interval nest digraph can be computed in 
time O(n’m). q 
4. Kernels 
Example 4.1. Assume in Example 1.2 that the local newspaper wants to publish some 
of the photos, so the participants are asked whether they would allow publication. 
However, all participants are so shy that they only agree to publishing the photo they 
made if they themselves do not appear on any other photo printed. Under these 
conditions, is it possible to select photos in such a way that all participants which did 
not submit a photo can be seen in the newspaper? 
This is the question whether the corresponding interval catch digraph has some 
kernel. An independent set K in a digraph D = (V, A) is called a kernel if for any 
further vertex ZE V\K there is some arc from z to some vertex of K. D is called 
kernel-perfect if any induced subdigraph has a kernel. The reversal D _ ’ is constructed 
from D by reversing the orientation of any arc. A kernel in D-l is sometimes called 
a solution of D. 
Deciding whether an arbitrary graph has some kernel is NP-complete [S]. 
Kernels were first introduced in game theory but they recently have been investig- 
ated in connection with perfect graphs (see [2] for more information). A normal 
orientation of an undirected graph G has the property that all subtournaments have 
a kernel (being equivalent to the subtournaments have “underdogs”). G is called 
solvable if any normal orientation is kernel-perfect. A conjecture of Berge and Duchet 
states that solvable graphs are exactly the perfect graphs. For instance, it has been 
shown that all bipartite graphs, all chordal graphs, and all perfect line graphs are 
solvable (see the references in [2]). 
In this section it is shown that interval nest digraphs and their reversals are 
kernel-perfect. Moreover O(n’)-time algorithms are presented that find such kernels 
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in interval nest digraphs and their reversals provided a representation is given. 
Interval point digraphs need not have kernels-the directed circuit on 5 vertices is an 
interval point digraph, but it has no kernel. So again the methods of this section 
cannot be extended to interval digraphs in general. 
We start with a general theorem, perhaps applicable not only to interval nest 
digraphs (recall that n denotes the vertex number of the digraph D under consid- 
eration). 
Theorem 4.2. Let C be a class of digraphs and let f be a function. Let there be an 
0( f (n))-time algorithm which finds for any member D = (V, A) of C a vertex z obeying 
(i) the subdigraph induced by V’ := V\( {z} u N-(z)) lies also in C. 
(ii)forany ~EN~(z):N+(z)\N-(z)c N+(y). 
Then any member D = (V, A) of C has some kernel, and it can be found in time 
o(nmax{n,f(n)}). 
Proof. The proof works by induction on the number n of vertices. Digraphs with one 
or two vertices have kernel. Let now D = (V, A) be a digraph in C and let it be true 
that all members of C with fewer than n:= 1 V( 3 3 vertices have kernel. Thus by the 
induction hypothesis and (i), the subdigraph induced by V’ := V\ ({z} u N (z)) has 
some kernel K. By the definition of V’, there is no arc from a vertex in K to z. If there is 
also no arc from z to a vertex of K, then we are done: K u {z} forms a kernel of D in 
this case. Otherwise, let zx be an arc, where x E K. According to condition (ii) above, 
yx is an arc for any y E N _ (z). This assures that K is also a kernel in D. The following 
algorithm computes a kernel K: 
Algorithm. 
(0) v,:= V;t:=O;K:=@; 
(1) Find z, E V, obeying (i) and (ii) for D [ 51; 
(2) ?+I:= K\({zl)u N-(z,)); t:= t + 1; 
(3) IF v, # 0 THEN GOT0 (1); 
(4) FORi:=lTOtDO 
IF no arc goes from z,-i to K 
THEN K:= KU {Zt-i} OD; 
(5) PRINT K; STOP; 
Steps (0) and (5) run only once. Each of Steps (l)-(3) runs at most t,,, < n times. 
The time-complexity of Step (1) is O(f (n)), that of Step (2) is O(n), and that of Step (3) 
can be neglected. In Step (4) we have t max < n loops, each one requiring time O(n), thus 
the overall complexity of the algorithm is O(nmax{n,f(n)}). 0 
Theorem 4.3. Interval nest digraphs and their reversals are kernel-perfect, and kernels 
can be found in time 0(n2) zf a representation is given. 
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Proof. Let D = (V, A) be an interval nest digraph with n vertices, and let a representa- 
tion ((S,, T,) 1 v E V) be given. 
(a) For this, C is defined as the class of all interval nest digraphs. As the vertex 
z needed in Theorem 4.2 we choose a vertex with the largest possible 1, (remind that 
S, = [ &,, r,]). The first condition of Theorem 4.2 is fulfilled, since the class of interval 
nest digraphs is closed under induced subdigraphs. To see the second condition, let yz 
be an arc in D, i.e. S, n T, # 0. Since 1, d 1,, the interval [lz, pz] is contained in S,. Let 
x E N ’ (z)\N - (z). By the maximality of 1, and since TX G S,, the interval S, must lie 
on the left of T,, whence r, < pz. Together with qX d r, we get qX < pz. On the other 
hand x E N + (z) implies qx 3 1,. We have shown that qx E S,, and for that reason yx is 
an arc of D. Clearly, such a vertex z can be found in time O(n) if the representation is 
given. 
(b) We now consider the reversal D -I and the class C of all reversals of interval nest 
digraphs. Let z be a vertex with the largest possible value pz. Again the first condition 
of Theorem 4.2 is true, since induced subdigraphs of the reversal of a digraph are 
reversals of induced subdigraphs. Let xz and zy be arcs of D, but not zx. We have to 
show that in this case xy is also an arc of D. zx $ A, together with the maximality of pz 
and I, d pz, implies qx < I,. On the other hand XZEA means S, n T, # 0. Because 
qx E S, this implies [I,, pz] E S,. Certainly T, intersects S,, since zy E A, but in particu- 
lar it intersects [l,,p,], since pY < pz. Then xy E A and we are done. Again such 
a vertex z can be found in time O(n). 
We apply Theorem 4.2 to see that interval nest digraphs and their reversals have 
kernels, which can be found in time O(n’) if the representation is given. But both these 
classes are closed under induced subdigraphs, therefore their members are even 
kernel-perfect. 0 
We get the algorithms by specifying the general algorithm given in the proof of 
Theorem 4.2. For finding kernels in interval nest digraphs, we have to replace Step (1) 
by “(1) Find Z,E V, with maximum I,,“; for kernels in the reversals we replace it by 
“(1) Find Z,E V, with maximum pz,“. 
Consequently, kernels and solutions in interval catch digraphs can be found in time 
O(mn) if no representation is available. 
Let us close with two remarks. Provided the Berge-Duchet conjecture mentioned 
above were true (or even provided any weakly triangulated graph were solvable) 
the result of Theorem 4.3 (without the time-bound) would also follow from the 
results of Section 3 and the fact that any semicomplete interval nest digraph has 
some predecessor of all other and some successor of all other. This fact can be 
easily proven. 
Secondly, the kernel-perfectness of interval nest digraphs and their reversals could 
also be obtained in the following way: a chord in a circuit (i.e. directed cycle) 
x1,x2, . . . . x4; x1 is any arc between these vertices other than Xixi + 1, i = 1, . . . , q - 1, 
and xqxl. The terminal endpoints of chords are called poles of the circuit. Now, let 
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D be an interval nest digraph. It is straightforward, and thus left to the reader, to show 
that any circuit xi, x2, . . . . xq, x1 of length CJ has at least CJ - 2 poles. Thus any odd 
circuit of length at least 5 in D or D - ' has at least two consecutive poles, Then, 
a theorem in [4] could be applied to get the result. 
Note added in proof 
Quite recently I learned that there is also another (quicker, O(n + m)) recognition 
algorithm for interval point digraphs (see [9]), 
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